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Prepare

DESIGN
DESIGN

To determine if a SASE approach is right for your
organization, you’ll first need to understand your
environment, processes and business requirements.

PL AN
PLAN

In Optiv’s first SASE Field Guide 3.0, we provided
a high-level explanation for the Secure Access
Service Edge (SASE) concept and key considerations.
With this second Field Guide, we provide detailed
guidance about where and how to start your SASE
journey.

IMPLEMENT
IMPLEMENT
OPERATE
OPERATE
OPTIMIZE
OPTIMIZE
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Define Goals
There are several formal frameworks from several disciplines, including

all at once. They will usually have one component that they need, so they

enterprise architecture, project management and software development.

deploy that, then they will find a need for the next component and roll that

One methodology that will be familiar to many readers is Preparing,

out, etc. SASE is not a single technology but a collection of technologies

Planning, Designing, Implementing, Operationalizing, and Optimizing

deployed as needed … it is not an all-or-none approach. This is a solution

(PPDIOO), developed many years ago by Cisco Systems.

that will mature over time based on how you deploy required components
to satisfy business needs and address business risks.

This lifecycle of technology adoption is a cyclic model that allows you
to start anywhere in the chain and continuously move through the
model, making changes and improvements in an iterative fashion. For

technology-based project in your environment. This helps ensure business,

the purposes of this primer, we will begin at the Prepare phase and walk

security and technology priorities are considered at each step.

through each area.

Operate

Evaluate preparedness -

Maintain solution health

assess readiness to support

through day to day

proposed solution

operations

Coordinate planning
and strategy —
technical strategy

Implement
Implement the
solution — deploy
and integrate

OPERATE

assess business and

IMPLEMENT

Plan

DESIGN

It is best to have a standardized adoption approach to start any

Prepare

PL AN

To begin, SASE is not an approach that organizations will typically deploy

technology
within existing
environment

Design

Operational excellence —

Create detailed design

achieve operational excellence

to address business and

through ongoing maturity

technical requirements

OPTIMIZE

Optimize

improvements
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Assess Your Current Environment
Often, the security architecture is an overlay to the rest of the other

to solve or the benefits they seek to gain by adopting new technology. It

architectures and takes elements of each of them into account. In any

is critical to focus on business, security and technical outcomes in this

case, these artifacts can take many forms, but in most cases, they start

phase rather than tools or methods. You may be looking for a drill – just

with business needs and are derived from assessments and documentation

remember that what you want is a hole.

of your organization’s existing environment. The intent is to make your

This should involve assessments of your current environment. These
assessments need to span an organization’s enterprise architecture,

business function with more agility in newer and changing environments.

Determine if a SASE Approach is Right at This Time
Full understanding of
where organizational
assets reside

Start
BUSINESS

APPLICATION
YES

Know where your users
will connect

NO

Most assets and users
reside in a traditional
network environment

NO

TECHNOLOGY

DATA

YES

SECURITY

YES

NO

NO

No
A SASE
approach may
not be right for
you at this time

YES

BUSINESS NEEDS
AND DRIVERS*

Yes
A SASE
approach should
be investigated
and may benefit
you

OPTIMIZE

*Detailed in the diagram to the right are a few business drivers
that could indicate a SASE approach would be beneficial

Large majority of your
user base is remote? Or has
many branch offices that
need connectivity to the
corporate office?

OPERATE

50% or more of your
accessible assets reside in
a cloud platform

IMPLEMENT

ENTERPRISE
ARCHITECTURES

4

DESIGN

including the following areas of focus:

PL AN

In the Prepare phase, an organization defines the problems they are trying

YES
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Designing and enabling SASE services for your organization requires
investigation of some unique requirements inherent to a service

Skill Sets and Staffing

provider support model. Traditional edge security allows internal
Do I have the internal skill set to support and maintain the SASE

this visibility is now abstracted by the cloud and managed by the SASE

environment, or do I need to provide training, additional resources or

vendor. This uniqueness requires an in-depth understanding of roles and

seek out third-party support services?

PL AN

security practitioners end-to-end visibility of a connection. With SASE,

responsibilities between the business and the vendor.
The following questions are a vital element of understanding and
planning service operations for your implementation:

VS.

DESIGN

Technology Roles and Responsibilities
What are the roles and
responsibilities of my
support team versus
the vendor(s)?

OLAs expected from my
organization, and how
do they align with the
selected vendor(s)?

OPTIMIZE

6

OPERATE

What are the SLAs and

IMPLEMENT

Service Level Expectations

With SASE, this visibility
is now abstracted by the
cloud and managed by
the SASE vendor. This
uniqueness requires an
in-depth understanding of
roles and responsibilities
between the business and
the vendor.

7
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Plan

DESIGN
DESIGN

A thorough understanding of your desired outcomes
can help you avoid unwanted gaps or redundancies
in security controls as you begin to architect your
SASE roadmap.

IMPLEMENT
IMPLEMENT
OPERATE
OPERATE
OPTIMIZE
OPTIMIZE
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Map Goals to Technical Solutions

Evaluate Your Security Technology Stack

In the Planning phase, an organization examines the desired outcomes

Additionally, as part of your planning, you should conduct a thorough

and architectures developed in the preparation phase and maps them to

assessment of your current security technology stack. As you migrate to

technical solutions.

a SASE approach, you must understand how the new solutions align with

These technical solutions may already exist within the organization
or may be new solutions you need to acquire. Optiv recommends an
opportunistic approach to adding SASE capabilities to an organization.

PL AN
PLAN
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current technology to avoid unwanted gaps or redundancies in security
controls.
A tools rationalization assessment will help identify the following:

The SASE blueprint can help you better define requirements for products
roadmap.

DESIGN

and solutions already in the budget and initiatives already on your
Areas within the environment that may have

By way of example, you can look to add the benefits of SASE in the

inadequate technological control coverage

following situations:

IMPLEMENT

Any entitlements within the existing
technology footprint that have overlapping
Geographic expansion, either

Remote access refresh or

organic or through mergers

expansion - both user and third-

and acquisitions

party

control capabilities

Where you may be able to maintain adequate
OPERATE

control coverage utilizing native security
features as opposed to third-party technology
WAN and Internet circuit or

Security solution refresh or

service renewal, upgrade or

expansion

additions
Where you can depreciate current technology
and leverage other third-party technologies
OPTIMIZE

to maintain or enhance the current security
control environment at a lower cost
New cloud initiatives or shifting workloads to the cloud

10
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Define Requirements

be well-positioned to determine how best to simplify the organization’s
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connectivity and security while minimizing the associated costs and
improving effectiveness. This will also provide necessary input to
services.

The SASE model represents a convergence of networking and security

PL AN
PLAN

benchmark and evaluate best-in-class costs for tools, technologies and

functions. Depending on which use case(s) you identify, you may give
more emphasis to the security capabilities over the networking ones or

Moving to a SASE approach is not about buying into the latest technology

vice versa. In either case, you should not disregard either of them entirely

trends. It is about simplifying the environment while improving security

because as you mature your solution, you will reconsider the other side. If

and connectivity at the lowest cost possible. The outcome of the analysis

you haven’t taken into account the other half, you may have to re-architect

provides the information necessary to enable the development of an

the entire solution, costing you time and money.

information security strategy-aligned roadmap that outlines near-, mid-

Mitigation of existing
functional and technological
control gaps

the applicable requirements, including:

Review operating conditions of pertinent security
policies, network diagrams, standards and other
technical documentation
Interview key stakeholders to determine and
validate quantifiable requirements, as well as
additional unquantifiable strategic goals

IMPLEMENT

Reduction of redundancy
within security
technology footprint

Reduction of security
technology and servicerelated costs

Once the use cases have been identified, you should spend time defining

DESIGN

and long-term prioritized recommendations for the:

OPERATE

Examine configurations of current technology
that may be replaced or augmented by a SASE
solution for completeness of requirements

Analysis
Outcomes

Evaluate and prioritize collected requirements,
then discuss ideas for design, timeline and end
results
Improved leveraging of
new and native security
capabilities

You can now start to evaluate solution providers against the criteria that

OPTIMIZE

Consolidation of security
technology, services and
vendors

meet your requirements (See SASE Provider Overview section within
Cybersecurity Field Guide #3.0).

12
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03
Design

IMPLEMENT
IMPLEMENT

There are many nuances to implementing a SASE
solution. Your SASE project team should include
stakeholders from the networking, security and
cloud teams (if applicable) to ensure a successful
deployment.

OPERATE
OPERATE
OPTIMIZE
OPTIMIZE
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Assemble a SASE Roadmap
Evaluation Team
PL AN

Once you have prepared and identified your use cases and requirements,

Do not underestimate the importance of uniting the infrastructure/

it is time to create a SASE roadmap project evaluation team. SASE has

networking team and the security teams in your SASE effort: research by

become such a strong model because it drives networking and security

ESG (Enterprise Strategy Group) indicates that only 50% of organizations

elements to complement one another to create a stronger whole. In that

rate the collaboration between the network and security groups as very

same spirit, your SASE project team should have representation from the

good and effective most of the time.

following teams, if they exist in your organization:

Additional affected
business units
to ensure the effective and early
adoption of the SASE strategy

16

Only half of
organizations rate the
collaboration between
their network and
security groups as very
good and effective most
of the time.

OPTIMIZE

if a separate team exists

Security Team

OPERATE

Cloud Support Team

IMPLEMENT

Infrastructure/Networking
Team

50%

DESIGN
DESIGN

50%

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group
17
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Conduct Vendor Evaluation and Validation

Use the guidance in these SASE Cybersecurity Field Guides to make better

PREPARE
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decisions about network and security investments that are already in your
not have to make additional large budget requests.

PL AN

budget and initiatives you will tackle in the future. In this way, you may
Now is the time to start your vendor landscape evaluation.
Do your homework by:

Step 2.
Having defined requirements in the planning phase, the next step is to

Gathering and reviewing your architectures
as stated above

identify the existing architecture gaps and prioritize any gaps in relation
to your use case(s). Then you can start to build a blueprint, reference
architecture and maturity roadmap.

DESIGN
DESIGN

Reviewing your use case against the SASE
capabilities and determining the gaps

Throughout this process, you should consider:

Creating a plan and preliminary roadmap

IMPLEMENT

Step 3.
While using the blueprint and reference architecture to identify the
relevant SASE components, the next step is to identify potential vendors
and solutions. From there, you must assess and validate each solution
for the best fit for your organization, both near and long term. You might
find a solution that is a good fit today, but waiting could result in a better
1

Plans for continuous

more complete. Rather than rush into a decision today, you may be better

Discuss support options

operational support

with potential vendors

as well as training of the

marketing hype and gaining a proper understanding of each solution’s

to ensure this solution is

technical staff, help desk

continuously maintained

and end users IT operational

and managed going forward.

processes, such as change

Final Operational Function

2

OPERATE

fit from a vendor that has a solution line that is maturing and becoming
off waiting if your roadmap allows. The challenge will be getting past the
capabilities and limitations.

control and other IT or
OPTIMIZE

security projects that may
compete for resources and
time.
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In addition to using the direct test results to determine if the solution can

Using the defined requirements, you can perform a high-level assessment
of the different solutions to narrow the potential solutions by reviewing

PREPARE
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work today, comparing those results to the claims made by the vendor
can help you judge the trustworthiness of any future roadmap claims.
Give greater weight in the evaluation process for new network and

However, in an ever-changing field, this will not be enough. You will need

security investments to providers with:

PL AN

data sheets or engaging in a request for information (RFI) process.
to test and validate vendor claims around functionality and efficacy.
This effort could entail the following tasks:

Collect real or test data as needed to perform
the various tests

Comprehensive SASE
technology stacks

Flexible contracts

or at least a compelling roadmap,

in-cloud/SASE with software

to fully capture the benefits of

suppliers to reduce stranded on-

SASE for simplicity and reduced

prem capital if SASE adoption is

latency.

accelerated.

DESIGN
DESIGN

Set up a test lab to support testing procedures

to deploy either on-prem or

IMPLEMENT

In Optiv’s estimation, there are not yet any mature full-stack SASE
Assemble various normalized and exaggerated

offerings in the market today. Therefore, early deployments will most

testing scenarios

likely consist of multi-vendor architectures. This could include pairing a
Software-Defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) from one vendor with
another vendor’s security. While not ideal, multi-vendor architectures may

Work with each vendor to configure their

OPERATE

still require chaining together detection and inspection technologies to
meet enterprise requirements.

solution based on your requirements

OPTIMIZE

Perform the defined tests to confirm the
functionality of each solution

20
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A SASE journey may introduce temporary complexity for IT and security
leaders before the full business benefits of SASE maturity are realized.
More complexity will come from vetting SASE vendors and their roadmaps,
integrating multi-vendor solutions for desired functionality and managing
phase. So, plan accordingly or enlist external expertise.

PL AN

traditional and SASE infrastructure in parallel during the transition

SASE is not expected to be mainstream for
several more years. Still, clients looking to
enhance remote work or branch interactions
would be wise to begin evaluating roadmaps
and related business benefits now.

DESIGN
DESIGN

NOT SURE

YES

22%

17%

NOT YET,
PLANNING TO

25%

IMPLEMENT

Have you deployed a
Secure Access Service Edge
(SASE)-type solution?
NOT AT
THIS TIME

36%

OPERATE

Source:
Cybersecurity Insiders: The CISO Cloud/SaaS Security Report 2020

OPTIMIZE
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DESIGN
DESIGN
IMPLEMENT

04
Implement

OPERATE
OPERATE

While the title of this section is “Implement”, the
term implement perhaps does not fully convey all
the complexity involved at this step of the process.
Make sure you anticipate key hurdles related to
deployment, configuration, integration, testing,
training and documentation.

OPTIMIZE
OPTIMIZE
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Integrate – Don’t Just Deploy
Other Integrations Additionally, there may be other integration

the new technology within your organization’s environment. The

points. You need to understand if there are any limitations or hurdles

following describes vital focus areas and some common integration tasks.

to integrating the new solution with other controls, such as a Security

While some of these tasks are general, many of them have nuances specific

Information and Event Management (SIEM), User and Entity Behavior

to implementing a SASE-type solution. Keep in mind that this solution set

Analytics (UEBA), Authentication, Privileged Account Management (PAM),

is mostly cloud-centric and creates different challenges once we reach the

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), Security Orchestration, Automation,

implementation phase. Also, it may have a broad impact on the users’ day-

and Response (SOAR), Ticketing System, Incident Response, Security

to-day working environment.

Operations Center (SOC) monitors, etc.

SIEM

UEBA

PAM

RBAC

DESIGN

Configuration

PL AN

The key to success is truly integrating the changes necessary to support

SOAR

Deployment of Migration Since you have your architecture and
plan created, you should have, by now, a good understanding of what
capabilities you are deploying that are net new and what you may be
migrating from other solution areas in your environment. The upside
configurations are centrally deployed and pushed out, minimizing

IMPLEMENT
IMPLEMENT

SASE

here is that because most of these solutions are cloud-based, your

Testing

SASE Integration The current SASE solution provider landscape does

Test Environments In a best-case scenario, you would have two full test

not yet feature a mature single-provider solution. That means you will

environments — one for system integration testing and a second for user

have one or more integration points that should have been identified

acceptance testing. The challenges with this are that since we are now

at an architecture level. We now need to look at them from a technical

dealing with cloud providers, you may not be able to get more than one test

configuration perspective. If you have your SD-WAN solution from one

environment provisioned. The upside here is that many cloud providers

vendor, how will it integrate, if at all, with your security (CASB, ZTNA,

have tightly integrated their testing versions to the production version.

SWG and FWaaS) solutions from a different vendor?

Once you are good with the testing, this translates into a more streamlined
process migrating the testing configuration to production.

Network

Security

26

SASE

SD-WAN
Carrier
WAN Optimization
Networking Vendors
CDN

User Validation Once you have your baseline configurations established
and deployed, now is the time to start validating the solution’s functioning.
Do not make any assumptions on how these changes will affect the
user base. While many of the SASE components intend to make things
easier, they may result in a paradigm shift that could create unnecessary
confusion. This should be identified and addressed with both the support
staff and the end users up front.

27

OPTIMIZE

Network Security
CASB
Cloud SWG
ZTNA/VPN
FWaaS

OPERATE

individual variances.

Testing cont’d
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Training
Technical Staff Required in-depth technical knowledge on how the total

user set for deployment. This is usually defined in the planning phase.

SASE solution works, including all the integration points. As each solution

Having a pilot group is a great way to limit company-wide exposure

provider updates their respective portion of the solutions, this training

and allow for user acceptance of the new environment in which they

may need updating.

will be operating. Selecting pilot users with practical knowledge of the

Operations and Help Desk Staff The operations and help desk staff need

adjustments. This should also provide better insight into the appropriate
user documentation to be created.

to understand the ongoing monitoring of the entire SASE solution set from
both a networking and a security perspective. This gives them the ability
DESIGN

to troubleshoot user calls that may fall into either side and resolve issues
faster. The other key here is to know what you, the customer, need to

Deployment
Cutover/Change Process The most significant part to note here is
understanding your cloud-centric environment. Your cutover may not be
100% within your control. You need to understand when and where you

PL AN

Proof of Concept or Pilot Group One good option here is to pick a limited

environment will ease the initial troubleshooting and configuration

PREPARE

Optiv

support versus what falls on the vendor to support.
Users These solutions may initially be invasive to the user working
experience and therefore will require some training to help your user base
understand any paradigm shifts.

need to involve the vendor. You may need to coordinate your schedule with
IMPLEMENT
IMPLEMENT

the vendor, so make sure you do not overlook this as you are assembling
your cutover plans.
Troubleshooting The key to this area in a SASE implementation is
considering cloud usage and the solution providers’ support model. In most
situations, your customer base will not be calling your solution providers
directly if they have problems. Your internal IT and IT-Security support
staff may have more interaction with the solution providers rather than

28

Documentation
There are many forms of documentation in any implementation of this
kind, such as procedural or process documentation, run books, user guides
and as-built reference architectures, to name a few. The key for the SASE
world is to make sure you have configuration deployment documentation
that enables a complete rebuild of all settings and integration connections.

29

OPTIMIZE

The key to SASE
implementation is to
consider your cloud usage
and solution providers’
support model.

OPERATE

trying to troubleshoot traditional on-premise solutions.
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DESIGN
DESIGN
IMPLEMENT
IMPLEMENT
OPERATE

05
Operate
Just like other cloud-based services, SASE presents
some unique operational challenges. Be sure you
plan accordingly.

OPTIMIZE
OPTIMIZE
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Key Considerations
PL AN

Operationalizing technology is defined as the enablement of people,
processes and tools to deploy and manage operations.
A new service’s operationalization is a significant initiative and can be
a daunting and cost-intensive exercise for any organization. Although
SASE is a service-based model, several skills, tools, resources and services
are required by an organization to support and manage the platform
Do you understand where your visibility and access ends and where you

components to consider:

need to leverage the solution provider?

DESIGN

effectively. Below is a list of unique SASE or cloud-based solution

There will most likely be limitations to the configurations under your
control or the visibility you have into all the solution data and statistics.
Ensure you understand those limitations and how to work with the vendor
on items outside your control/access. Ensure you know the process for
escalating an issue with the vendor.

IMPLEMENT

Do you need to adjust your change process?
Due to the cloud-centric environment, you may find yourself depending on
outage windows and upgrades done on the solution provider’s schedule and
not within your control. Make sure you have discussed upgrade process,
change windows, and flexibility with your vendor(s).
Following the initial integration, how do you, or can you, integrate the
solution(s) with other controls in your environment?
the most value and benefit. You will need to understand any limitations
of the SASE solution regarding integrations with on-prem or other cloud
solutions. As you bring other solutions online, you should also ensure
How versed is your staff in troubleshooting cloud technologies?
The shift from on-prem to cloud-based solutions brings an adjustment
in how the solution is managed and how traffic is routed and processed.

that you investigate their ability to integrate with a cloud-based system,
possibly from a different vendor, keeping in mind that it may require
getting the two vendors to talk, as some of these integrations will be
outside your control.
OPTIMIZE

Ensure you have documented the data/traffic and process flows within the
systems, as this will be critical to effective troubleshooting. Do not stop
at training your staff specific to the new solution. Also, train your support
staff on the basics of cloud-based architecture, platforms and solutions.

32

OPERATE
OPERATE

As with all network and security solutions, integrating them will provide

33
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The Benefit of SASE Managed Services

significant benefits in addition to just cost reduction and organizational
responsibilities associated with managing a SASE implementation. A
Managed Service Provider (MSP) effectively reduces costs and flattens
the learning curve associated with adopting a new service, which leads to
faster value realization for your technology investment.
Here are some key advantages an experienced MSP can bring to your

PL AN

SASE managed service offerings from a third-party provider can offer

A Managed Service
Provider (MSP) effectively
reduces costs and flattens
the learning curve.

DESIGN

SASE implementation:

Leveraging existing

Included monitoring and

Offloading of regular

training internal resources

methodology, standard operating

management tools

maintenance and configuration

procedures (SOPs) and best

IMPLEMENT

Cost savings vs. hiring or

changes

practices of an established
provider
OPERATE
OPERATE

Speed of solution maturity due

Improved threat prevention

to an experienced support team

to experienced engineering and

in addition to detection and

support team

response functions

34

OPTIMIZE

Speed of operationalization due
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IMPLEMENT
IMPLEMENT
OPERATE
OPERATE

06
Optimize

36

OPTIMIZE

Your business requirements around SASE may
continue to evolve – and we know the SASE
landscape itself will continue to evolve. Be diligent
in tracking these changes, and constantly study
whether it makes sense to adjust your strategy to
improve outcomes.
37
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Continuously Study Opportunities
to Improve
PL AN

While this step in the technology adoption lifecycle is listed last, it would
be a mistake to not consider it as soon as possible. As has been stated
SASE capabilities. Therefore, you will most likely deploy solutions from
multiple vendors. As vendor solutions advance and incorporate increased
functionality, they will benefit from tighter native integrations which will
result in better visibility and automation across the platforms.
During the planning and design stages, you will want to make sure you
understand the roadmap of any vendor offerings so you can identify future
dates when you may want to reevaluate the next step in the evolution of
your network and security environment.

Questions for
Choosing a Vendor
What different tools do you

3

offer to manage and monitor my
network infrastructure?

IMPLEMENT

1

1

DESIGN

When new enhancements, business cases
or integrations are found, the technology
lifecycle repeats itself, albeit probably
on a smaller scale. Fight the urge to rush
straight to implementation. Instead, go
back through the preparation, planning
and design phases to ensure you account
for all factors, requirements, and other
environmental changes.

previously, there are currently no vendors with a full stack of mature

Does the vendor have a
comprehensive SASE suite or a
roadmap to get there?

3
2

How will you connect cloud

4

resources to SASE platform?

Does the vendor have a “must-

OPERATE

2

have” capability other vendors
do not?

4
OPTIMIZE
OPTIMIZE
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How to Effectively Implement and
Operationalize SASE

Conclusion
While each organization will have unique considerations as they adopt
SASE, this Field Guide provides essential guidance to help you speed time
to value and maximize the success of your SASE program. Done right,
SASE can provide numerous business benefits.
However, the SASE landscape will continue to evolve rapidly. This
makes it more important than ever to take a disciplined approach to

We hope this Field Guide is a helpful resource in
starting your SASE effort.
Continue following our Cybersecurity Field
Guide Series to get actionable guidance on factors
impacting your security program.

SASE adoption. Use this Field Guide to guide your efforts at each step of
the journey.

OPERATE
OPTIMIZE
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Want to
learn more?
Visit www.optiv.com/contact-us

Secure your security.™
Optiv is a security solutions integrator – a
“one-stop” trusted partner with a singular
focus on cybersecurity. Our end-toend cybersecurity capabilities span risk
management and transformation, cyber digital
transformation, threat management, cyber
operations, identity and data management,
and integration and innovation, helping
organizations realize stronger, simpler and
more cost-efficient cybersecurity programs
that support business requirements and
outcomes. At Optiv, we are leading a
completely new approach to cybersecurity
that enables clients to innovate their
consumption models, integrate infrastructure
and technology to maximize value, achieve
measurable outcomes, and realize complete
solutions and business alignment. For more
information about Optiv, please visit us at
www.optiv.com.
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